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On Near Neighbour Estimates of a Multivariate Density 
PETER HALL 
Australian National University 
Communicated by M. Rosenblatt 
A recent paper by Mack and Rosenblatt (J. Multivar. Anal. 9 (1979), 1-15) has 
shown that near neighbour estimators of a density may perform more poorly than 
other kernel-type estimators, particularly for x values in the tail of a distribution. In 
order to overcome the difftcuhies discovered by Mack and Rosenblatt, a 
generalized type of near neighbour estimator is proposed. Here the window size, or 
bandwidth, is chosen as a function of near neighbour distances, rather than actually 
equal to one of the distances. Two forms for this function are suggested and it is 
proved that for large samples the resulting estimator does not suffer the drawbacks 
of the usual near neighbour estimator. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let X,, X2,..., X, be independent random p vectors whose common 
distribution has density function f. A near neighbour estimate off(x) may be 
viewed as a kernel estimate whose bandwidth, or window size, equals the 
distance from x to the kth nearest sample value. Once the value of k has 
been selected this rule for choosing the window size may be used with each x 
value, and thus the estimator becomes “automatic.” Thus, at first sight the 
near neighbour approach to estimation seems to largely overcome the 
notorious problem of choosing the window size. Such estimators were 
originally suggested by Fix and Hodges [7]; see also [I, 5, 8, 13, 151. 
A recent paper by Mack and Rosenblatt [ 141 has shown that, contrary to 
hopes expressed by some authors, near neighbour estimators may perform 
more poorly than other kernel-type estimators, especially for x values in the 
tail of the distribution. For such values of x the bias of the estimator is likely 
to be large-indeed, the bias may increase rapidly and without bound as 
1x1-t co. Mack and Rosenblatt’s work shows that the near neighbour 
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approach to window size estimation can aggravate some of the problems 
caused by using the same formula for window size with different x-values, 
rather than reduce the problems. In the present paper we suggest that the 
window size be chosen as a function of near neighbour distances, rather than 
actually equal to one of the distances. 
In the next section we put forward two alternative forms for this function. 
The first is somewhat counter-intuitive, since it is inversely proportional to a 
near neighbour distance (the opposite of the usual convention). We shall 
show that this yields an estimator with bounded bias and whose variance is 
virtually constant with respect to x. The second window size is a function of 
three different near neighbour distances, and is designed to estimate an 
asymptotically optimal formula for the window size. In Section 3 we study 
the large sample theory of our estimators, and show that they are 
asymptotically equivalent to estimators with nonrandom window sizes. For 
example, an estimator computed using the second type of window size is 
asymptotically equivalent to one which has minimum mean square error. 
The generalized near neighbour estimators proposed here were suggested 
by some simple properties of near neighbour distances. These are presented 
in Section 2, and used to provide formulae for window sizes. Two limit 
theorems for our estimators are stated and discussed in Section 3. All the 
proofs are deferred until Section 4. 
An alternative approach to window size estimation is that of cross 
validation, or “maximum estimated likelihood.” Originally proposed by 
Habbema et al. 191, and Duin [6], this technique has received considerable 
attention in recent years. It may lead, however, to inconsistency with some 
common distributions; see Schuster and Gregory [ 161. Chow et al. 133 have 
reported that the estimator will be consistent when used to estimate a density 
with bounded support. The order of magnitude of the cross-validated window 
will not always be optimal with respect to mean square error; see Hall [lo]. 
2. PROPERTIES OF NEAR NEIGHBOUR DISTANCES 
Let R, equal the distance from a fixed point x to the kth nearest sample 
value Xi. Set g(z) = ~,lx-Y,,=zf(y) do,(y), where da,(y) is an element of 
surface area of the hypersphere /]x - y]] = z. Suppose G denotes the 
distribution function with density g, let Yr,..., Y, be independent univariate 
random variables with this distribution, and let Y,,, < ... < Y,,, denote the 
order statistics of the Y sample. The set { Ynk, 1 < k 4 n} has the same 
distribution as {Rk, 1 < k < n}, and so the properties of near neighbour 
distances may be derived by studying order statistics. These properties are 
dependent on the behaviour of G in the neighbourhood of the origin: 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose each of the second partial derivatives off exists in 
a neighbourhood of x and is continuous at x, then 
G(z)=c,f(x)zP+fc2V2f(x)~P+2+~(~P+2) (2.1) 
as z + 0, where V2 is the Laplacian, c, = n”‘2’p/r(~p + 1) and c, = 
7P’““/2r(+p + 2). 
Therefore the smaller distances R, may be utilised in a straightforward 
manner to estimate f(x) and V*f(x). This is particularly important since 
under mild regularity conditions, the formula for the asymptotically optimal 
window size depends on f and V’f, see Cacoullos (21 and Mack and Rosen- 
blatt [ 14, Sect. 41. 
Write H = G-’ and let U,, = G(R,) be the kth order statistic from a 
uniform sample. It may be proved from Theorem 1 that 
H(z) = (z/co f (x)} ‘lP - {C2VZf(X)12PCOf(X)}~Z/COf(X)}3’p + dz3’p) 
as z-+0, and so if n-+ co, k-c OD, and k/n+O, 
R, = fW’n,J = H’W,,) + OJ,, - f=,,A 1 + o,(W H’@un,) 
= {k/c& + l)f(x)}“P - F’~~(WP(P + 2)f(x)likh(n + l>f(x)13’P 
+ o((k/n)3’p} + N,(k1’2/n)(n/k)‘-“p/p{c0f(x)}“p, (2.2) 
where N, is asymptotically normal N(0, 1). (Note that E(U,,) = k/(n + 1) 
and (U,, - EU,,)(n/kL’*) is asymptotically normal N(0, l).) Therefore 
vn, = Ikl(n + 1)1(1/c&) 
is an estimator off(x), with bias of order (k/n)“” and error about the mean 
of order k-‘I*. The rate of convergence of this estimator is optimised by 
choosing k such that the bias and error about the mean are of the same order 
of magnitude, i.e., k N n4’(p+4). 
Now consider the kernel-type density estimator 
f,(x; ho) = WV’ 5 W{ (X -Xi)/h,}, 
1 
where h, > 0 is the window size, the bounded function w  satisfies 
i lIYl12 IW(Y)ldY < 00, I W(Y) dy = 1, ~Y~W(Y)dY=~Y~YjW(Y)Q=O 
for i # j, and I y,‘w( y) dy > 0 and is independent of i. (Here y = (y, ,..., yP)’ 
is a p-vector.) Suppose f is bounded, and the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. 
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Then if h, is nonrandom, the estimator has bias 
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(2.3) 
and 
var{f,(x; &)I = f(x)(@-’ J W’(Y) dy + o{ (nhg)-‘} (2.4) 
as h, + 0 and n/z{ - co. (See Cacoullos [2] and Mack and Rosenblatt [ 14, 
Sect. 41.) We shall now replace h, by a random variable, h. Suppose h,(n) is 
a sequence of positive constants satisfying hi --) 0 and n/z’: --) co, and set 
h = h,(k/c,n)“P/Rk, (2.5) 
where k= const n4’(pt4). Then h = (1 + o,(l)} h,(f(x)}‘@, and if we can 
ignore the random component in this expression for h we may obtain from 
(2.3) and (2.4) the results 
~Lfrl(x; h)l -f(x) = fww12’Piw4J j YMY> & + o(G) 
and 
var{f,(x; h)} = (&;)-I J w’(y) dy + o((nh$-I}. 
The important features of these formulae are that the variance is a constant 
(to first order) function of x, and under mild conditions on f the bias and 
error about the mean are of the same order of magnitude. Our decision to 
neglect the random component in h certainly needs justification, and this will 
be provided in Section 3. 
We turn now to an alternative expression for the window size. This 
involves estimating the Laplacian off, V*f(x). If f is differentiable to the 
fourth order in a neighbourhood of x, and if the fourth derivatives are 
continuous at x, then expansion (2.1) may be extended to 
G(z) = cJ(x) zp + fc2V2f(x) zp+* + c,(x) zp+4 + o(z~+~). 
(The notation c4(x) and c5(x) is used to denote constants not depending 
on z.) Result (2.2) may now be sharpened to 
R, = IVc,(n + W-Wl”P - F?-WPP(P + W(x)ll&,(~ + WC41”” 
+ c,(x)(z/np + o{ (Z/n)““} + N,(z’/*/n)(n/z)‘-“P/p{c,f(x)} “P, 
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from which we may show that if l/n + n4’tp+4)/l+ 0, the quantity 
K, = {(n + WI 1+Z’p(2R:, - R;,)(p + 2) ~;+*‘~/(2”~ - 1) 
is an estimator of Vzf(x)/{f(x)}2~2’p with bias of order (Z/n)2’P and error 
2lp about the mean of order n /I 1/2f2/p. Therefore the rate of convergence is 
optimised by taking 12: n 8’(pt8). The condition that f be differentiable to 
fourth order is not necessary for the estimator W,,, to be consistent-the 
conditions of Theorem 1, and that l/n + n4/cpt4)/1 -+ 0, suffice. If f has four 
continuous derivatives then the choice I N const n8’(p+8) is optimal in the 
sense of minimising mean square error. 
Let w  denote the kernel function considered previously. If h, is 
nonrandom, then the mean square error of the estimator&(x; h,) is given by 
+ f(x)(nh{)-’ j w’(y) dy + o{hi + (nh,)-I}. 
The sum of the first two terms on the right is minimised by taking 
h, = h,[f(x)/{V2f(X)}2]~‘(p+4), 
where h, = (p l w’(y) dy/n j yfw(y) ~JJ}“(~+~). Now, the random window 
size defined by 
with k = const n4’(p+4) and I= const ns/(pts), satisfies h = { 1 + o,(l)) h,. If 
we may ignore the random component here, then an estimator based on h 
should be asymptotically as good as one based on h,. 
To summarise, we have suggested two expressions for window size ((2.5) 
and (2.6)) based on near neighbour distances. It is readily seen that while the 
first of these is the easier to compute it is not scale invariant, and so the 
sample should be standardized for scale before carrying out this procedure. 
The second procedure z’s scale invariant. 
3. LARGE SAMPLE THEORY 
Suppose the window size h is a function of near neighbour distances, and 
is asymptotically equivalent to the nonrandom window size h,, in the sense 
that h/h,+P 1 as n + co. Our aim in this section is to show that the 
estimator f,(x; h) has the same first-order asymptotic properties as f,,(x; ho). 
DENSITY ESTIMATES 
This amounts to proving that 
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+ ihiV2f(x) 1 YMY) dY + op(h3, (3.1) 
where N, is asymptotically normal N(0, 1). For the sake of definiteness we 
shall consider window sizes based as the near neighbour distances R,, R,, 
and R2/, where for positive constants a, and a2, k = [a,r~~‘(~+~)] and 1= 
[a*n8/(P+8’ 1. (Here [x] denotes the integer part ofx.) This particular choice 
is made for the reasons given in the previous section, but versions of 
Theorem 2 below may be established for many other choices. 
We shall assume that f is bounded on Rp and differentiable to second 
order within a neighbourhood of x, that each second derivative is continuous 
at x, and thatf(x) > 0. Note that our formula for I is really only optimal iff 
has four derivatives, although this condition is not required in the theorem. 
This is one illustration of the robustness of our estimator against changes in 
the value of 1. We shall suppose that the bounded kernel function w  satisfies 
I IlYI12 IW(Y>I a < a7 i w(y) dy = 1, IUiw(V)dy=IYiYjw(Y)dy=O 
for i # j, and j yfw(y) u’y > 0 and is independent of i. 
THEOREM 2. Let h,,(n) be a sequence of positive constants satisfying 
h, + 0 and nh{-, co as n + 00. Suppose h(n) is a sequence of positive 
random variables, the nth measurable in the o field generated by R,, R, and 
R,,, and satisfying h/h, +p 1 as n -+ 00. Under the above conditions on f and 
w, condition (3.1) holds. 
Theorem 2 justifies the large sample procedures suggested in Section 3. Its 
proof depends crucially on the special type of dependence between the 
window size h and the sample Xi,..., X,, and this raises the question of how 
much the dependence can be generalized. Our next result goes some way 
towards solving this problem. Here we impose no conditions on the type of 
dependence, but are more restrictive concerning the sequence h and the 
kernel w. Our proof is based on results from Komlos et al. [ 111 and 
Silverman [ 171, and is difficult to extend beyond the univariate case. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose p = 1. Let h(n), n > 1 be positive random 
variables and h,,(n), n > 1 be positive constants such that h, + 0, 
(log n)2/nh, -+ 0 and 
]logh,]]l-h/h,]J+O. (3.2) 
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Assume that w is of bounded variation on (---a~, 00) and satisfies 
I Y* INYI dy < 00, jw(y)dy= 1, 
I YW(Y> dy = 0 and I I.OglylI1’* IWy)l < 00. 
Suppose f is bounded on (-00, a). 
(i) Zf f’ exists in a neighbourhood of x and is continuous at x, then 
f,(x; h) =f,(x; h,) + oD( (nh,)-1’2 + hi) 
as n+m. 
(ii) Zf f has two bounded derivatives on (-oo, oo) and f M is uniformly 
continuous on (-a~, oo), then (3.3) holds uniformly in x. 
If we take h, w const n-l”, then by (3.3), n2j5 { f,(x; h) - f,(x; h,)} _tp 0; see 
[ 12, Eq. (2.17)]. 
Under mild additional conditions the window size estimates derived in 
Section 2 may be shown to satisfy 1 - h/h,, = O,(n - &) for some E > 0. It will 
usually be the case that llog h,l = O(log n), and then condition (3.2) is 
certain to hold. 
Since the preparation and submission of this paper, an article by Krieger 
and Pickands [ 121 has appeared, which permits Theorem 1 to be derived via 
an invariance principle. The proof given here is more in the spirit of Mack 
and Rosenblatt [ 141, being based on a conditioning argument. Krieger and 
Pickands suggest a different method of choosing the window size. 
4. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Under the conditions of the theorem we may write 
f (x + Y) = f(x) + 2 Yi.iXx) + f C C YiYjfij(x) + o(z2) 
I I i 
uniformly in 1) y I] < z as z + 0, where h(x) = af (x)/ax, and fij(x) = 
a*f (x)/ax,8xj. Consequently, 
G(z) = j f(x + Y> & 
IlYll<~ 
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and 
co = 
1 
dy = content ofp-dimensional hypersphere 
IlYlk 1 
= 7p2)P/q-$ + 1) 
=2 
I 
’ yf{7r (1/2)(P--l)(l _ y;)“/2”P-“/r($ + f)} dy, = +~/2’P’/2q9, + 2), 
0 
we may deduce Theorem 1 from the expansion (4.1). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Define p(r, s) = P(r < 11x--X, 11 <s), and let the 
sets {Ul,..., Uk-l}r (f-‘,,..., Vr-k-l}, {WI,..., WI-,), and jZlr...,Zn-21/ 
denote, respectively, those sample values Xi which satisfy [Ix - Xi/J < R,, 
R, < Ilx-Xill CR,, R, < Ilx-Xill <RI,, and Ilx-Xill > R,,. Conditional 
on R,, R,, and R2,, the U’s, V’s, l+“s, and Z’s are all independent, with 
respective densities f(y)/p(O, Rk) (for [Ix - y/l < RJ, f( y)/p(R,, R,) (for 
Rk < lb- YII <R,), f(y)/~(R,~Rd (for R, < Ilx- YII <R,J, and 
f (y)/dR,,, co) (for IIx - y IJ > R,,). Furthermore, 
k-l i-k-l 
f,(x; h) = (nhP) - ’ 1 W{ (X - Ui)/h } + T  
I 
T  W((X- ‘i)/hl 
I-I n-21 
+ 5 W((X- wi)/h} + F w{(x-Zi)/h} + Op{(nh{)-‘) (4.2) 
1 1 
as n + co. Next observe that 
k-l I-k-l 
A4 s (nh”)-’ E s W{(X- Ui)/h) + s W((X- Vi)/h) 
I 1 
I-1 n-21 
+ 1 W{(X- Wi>/h} f x W{(X-Zi>/h) IRk,R,,R,, 
= (kJ llln 1 1 do, R/c) i w(y)f (x - hy) dy Il~lI<Rdh 
+ (Z-k- 1)/n 
/‘(R/o R,) 1 
w(y)f (x - hy) dy 
Rdh<lb’tl<R/lh 
+ (I- 1)/n 
dRP R21) I 
w(y)f (x - hy) dy 
+ (n-W/n 
P@ i ) Ilvll>Rzrih 
w(y)f (x - hy) dy. 
21.00 
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Let 44 = .III~I~~~ w(y)f(x - IZJJ) u’y (an essentially bounded random 
variable). The expression above can be rewritten as 
I A@Jh) 
+ (‘-k- ‘)b _ (I- ‘)b A(RJh) 
I P(RmR,) P(R,,R,,) ! 
A(RzJh) + (n - 21)/n 
~(Rz,,cxJ 
A(a). (4.3) 
Suppose U,, , 1 < m < n, are the order statistics from an independent n- 
sample uniform on (0, 1). The sequence (~(0, R,), 1 < m < n} has the same 
distribution as (U,,, , 1 < m < n}, and so 
(l-k- 1)/n = (I-k- 1)/n = (Z-k- 1)/n 
P&oR,) un, - unk 
(I _ k)ln + o,(pl’/n) = 1 + OP2). 
(Strictly speaking, the first of these equalities should be “equals in 
distribution,” but for the sake of simplicity we shall ignore this qualification 
here and in the sequel.) 
Similarly, ((I - l)/n}/p(R,, R,,) and {(n - 21)/n}/p(R,,, 00) may be 
expressed as 1 t OP(Z-1’2), and using these estimates in (4.3) we may deduce 
that 
M= (k- 1)/n 
I P@R,) 
- 1 
I 
A(Rk/h) t A(a) t 0,(n-4”p+8)). 
But 
P@R,) 
(k- 1) 
U nk - k/b + 1) + t”,k - EUnk) 
= 1 - (n/k)(U,, - EU,,) t op(k-“2), 
and therefore 
kf = -(n/k)A(Rk/h)[p(O, Rk) - E{p(O, Rk)}] + A(a) t oP(n-2”p+4)). (4.4) 
We may assume without loss of generality that there exist constants A,, 
A,, and A, with 0 <A, <A, <A, < 00 and such that RJh-+P1,, RI/h-+” A,, 
and R,Jh +p A,. The contrary case may be handled using a subsequence 
argument, as follows: Note that random variables &, and 5 satisfy 6, -+a 5 if 
and only if for each increasing subsequence n, there exists an increasing 
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subsubsequence n,$ such that <,,- @t. Therefore we may confine ourselves 
to proving Theorem 2 for arbitrary subsequences. Since 
for m = k, 1 or, 21 (see (2.2)), then R,/h = { 1 + o,(l)}{m/c,nh~f(x)} ‘lp. 
Given a subsequence In,}, we may choose a subsubsequence (n,} such that 
{m/conhP(n)f(x)} 1’p -+ 1 
as II -+ co along that subsubsequence, where 0 <A < co. Thus, given an 
arbitrary subsequence, we may choose constants 0 < A, < 1, < 1, < co and a 
subsubsequence such that RJh -9 A,, RJh +p AI, and R,Jh -9 A, as n -+ co 
along that subsubsequence. 
Therefore we may assume that 
A (R/P) = f(x) ?;,,,,,I, 4~) 4 + o,U ), 
and (4.4) may be rewritten as 
~4 = -(n/k)b(O~R,) -EW,R,)Ilf(x) l,y,,<A w(y) dy I 
+A(co) + Op(n-*‘(p+4)). 
Conditional on R,, R,, and Rz,, the variable 
dL;,i=h-P[~{(X--i)/h}-E(w((x-Ui)/h)IRk,R,,R21}] 
has variance 
If J&cA, W’(Y) dr = 0 (for example, if A, = 0), then 
0: = opPl{hPdO, RJII = o,WW), 
and in that case 
JW: I R,, R,, R,,) = op(nh,P), 
(4.5 1 
(4.6) 
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where S,= Cf::d,,i. Now suppose (Ilul,<~, w’(y)& > 0. Then A, > 0, and 
so nhfj/k = (n/k)*(h{k/n) is bounded as n + co. Since p(O,R,) = 
{ 1 + op(l)j(k/n), then 
A similar argument shows that 
E(A”,,i IR~,R/,R~[)< C,h-4pE[W4{(X- Ui)/hJ I’~,‘I,‘zII 
< C,/h@p(O, R,J = 0,(nh,3Pk-1), 
and so for fixed t, 
E[exp{itS,(h@)“‘} IRk,RI,RZII 
= (exP [-it* lk-lf(x) I,,,,,.\, w’(y) dy - (nh:/k*)f’(x) 
w(y)dy)2 I I) 
k-l 
+ O,(l/nh;k) + o,(k-‘) 
= exP [-tt’ ]f(x, iy,,<*, w’(Y) 4’ - (nh:,k)f*(x) 
w(y) &)* 1 + o,(L)]. (4.7) 
In view of (4.6), this is true even if ~llullG-, w’(y) dy = 0. Similar techniques 
may be applied to the series 
l-k-l 
S,=h-’ )J [W{(X- Vi)/h}-E{w((x- Vi)/h)IRk,R,>R2,}], 
I 
l-l 
S,=heP 2 [W((X- Wi)/h)-E{W((x- Wi)/h)IRk,R,,R2/}] 
1 
and 
n-21 
S,=hpP C [w{(X-Zi)/h}-E{w((x-Zi)/h)IRk,R,,R2,}], 
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(4.8) 
EbpPS,(W~)“2 1 IR,, R,, R,,] 
= ew [-St2 [f(x) I,!, ,,y,,<l, w’(y) dy - WNf2(x) 
(4.9) 
and 
E[exp{itS,(h{/n)*“} IRk,RI,RII] 
= exp [-i~?W (,,,,>A, w’(.v)dy + o,(l)]. (4.10) 
Let & (i = 1,2) be independent normal variables with zero means and 
respective variances (n~~/Z)f2(~){~,i~Ilul14~i+, w(y) dy}2, and suppose the Ci 
are also independent of X, ,..., X,. Define 
s = (S” + s, + s, + s,)(h:/n)“’ + c, + c-z 
- (n21NGW1’*b(O~ Rk) - EMO, R,Jllf(x) j,,y,,<a, w(y) dye 
In view of (4.7)-(4.10), 
Wits I Rk, R,, R2J 
= exp [-it2 [f(-4 1 w’(y) dy - WfYW2(x) (I,,,* w(y) dy) ’ 1 
I 
- it(n2/k>(hVn)1’2(p(0, R,J - H./G4 R,J)l 
x f(x) j W(Y) dy + o,(l) 
1 
- (4.11) 
IlYll<~l 
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But (n/k”*){p(O, RJ - E(p(0, R,J)} =9 (n/k’/‘)(U,,, - EU,,J and is 
asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance (this 
may be proved using Renyi’s representation; see David [4, p. 18]), and also 
nhi/lk is bounded unless A1 = 0. Taking expectations of both sides of (4.11) 
we deduce that 
E(eitS) + exp -$‘f(x) j w’(y) dy . 
I 
An immediate corollary is that 
n - 7s” + s, + SW + w - W)b(O, 4) - EW, %)I 1 
x ro j NY) dY 
llYll<Al 
= (nh;) - 1’2 I& + O,(Z- l/2), 
where r, is asymptotically normal N(0, f (x) J” w’(y) dy). Using this result 
together with (4.2) and (4.5) we see that 
f,(x; h) = (nh;y r, +A(al) + o,(n-*“p+‘y + Op{(nh~)-‘}. 
In view of the continuity of the second derivatives off at x, 
A(aJ)=f(x)+ fhs?f(x) jY:w(YvY+o,(h:). 
TO complete the proof of Theorem 1 it is necessary only to observe that 
n-2’(“+4’ < {(nh$y2 + h;}/((4/p)p’@+4 + (p/4)4’(p+4)}. 
The minimum of the right-hand side over all h, > 0, however, equals the left- 
hand side. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Some algebraic manipulation produces the formula 
f,(x;h)= j_“, MY)f (x - Yh) dY 
+h-’ m 
I P,(x - yh) - F(x - yh)l MY), -cc 
where F,, denotes the empirical distribution of the sample X, ,..., X,. 
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Therefore 
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.fn(x; h) - f,(x; w 
= I m u-(x - Yh) - f(x - Y&J1 NY> dY -cc 
+(h-l-h,‘) a3 s F,(x - Y&J - F(x - Yh?)) MY) -m 
+h-’ O” I [F”(X - Yh) - JYX - Yh) 
- ~F”~x-~Yho) - F(x - YhJJ 1dW(Y)* 
We treat the terms on the right separately. 
The absolute value of the first term on the right in (4.12) equals 
(4.12) 
I j 
O” u-(x - Yh) - f(x - Y&l) + f’(X)Y(h - h3)) W(Y) dY 
-cc 
< 
1 Ta I./-(x - Yh) -m - Y&J + f’(X)Y@ - WI I W(Y)1 dY* (4.13) 
Suppose f(y) has two bounded derivatives for Ix - y J < E, and f” is 
continuous at x. If 6 < E and 1 yh I, 1 yh,l < 6, then 
I”m - Yh) - f(x - Jw + f’(x)@ - MY I 
= I~(Y~)2f”(x - YW - ~(Yhl)2f”(x - YhJ~,I 
G _lv211h2 - hiI ,;yye If”(z>l + hi ,y ,“;y,<6 If”(X - YJ - f”@ - Y2)lL 
I * 
where 0 < 19,) e2 < 1. Therefore 
iy 1imsuph;‘j -+ n+m ,Yh, uh~,<S If(x - 9) - f(x - Y&J + f’@)V - hJ.Yl 
x I W(YI & = 0. 
(The lim sup is taken in probability.) Furthermore, 
I ,y, >d,max(h ho) v-(x - 9) - J-(x - Y&J + f’(x)V - WYI I W(Y)l & 
< I ,Y,>S,max(h,ho) W2Y2 maxv2? h3 s:P f(z) 
+ E ’ I Y I max(k ho) If’ WI I h - ho I I Y I I I wWI dy = o,V$ 
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for each 6 > 0. Therefore the quantity in (4.13) equals o,(hi). Iff has two 
bounded derivatives on (-a, co), and f” is uniformly continuous, this 
argument may be repeated to obtain a uniform bound of o,(hi). 
In view of Theorem 3 of Komlos et al. [ 111, the absolute value of the last 
term in (4.12) equals 
I j h-In-l/2 co [w”,{F(x-yh)}-~“{l;(x-yh,)}]dw(y)+O,(h-’~-’log~) -lx 
O” < h-lfl-‘/2 
1 c,{lF(x-yh)-P(x-yhJ/dw(y)(+O,(h-’n-’lw) -cc 
uniformly in x, where Wz denotes a standard Brownian bridge and c,, its 
modulus of continuity. In view of Silverman [ 17, Proposition 31, C,(U) < 
Z,( 1 - log U)“2 u ‘I2 for 0 < u < 1, where {Z, , n > 1 } is a sequence of iden- 
tically distributed random variables with finite means and not depending 
on U. The function (1 - log U)U is increasing on [0, 11, and since 
IF@ - yh) - F(x - .%)I < mini1 Hh - hd s;p f(z), 11 
uniformly in x, then 
< CZ, Ih - &,I’/’ jm ([log I.111 + llog Ih - holl + 1)1’2 IY~“~ Id~+‘(.v)l 
= O,((lh - h,, ,lo$- holl)1/2] =o,(h;‘2) 
uniformly in x under condition (3.2). (Note that 
Therefore the last term in (4.12) equals op{ (nhJ”‘} uniformly in x. 
The second term on the right in (4.12) equals 
(h-1-h,1)n-1/2j‘m Pn{F(x-yh,)}dw(y)+O,(n-lh,llog~) 
-co 
=(h-1-h,1)n-112jm [fl{F(x-yh,)}-~,{F(x))]dw(y) 
-cc 
+ O,(n-‘h,’ log n) 
= op{ (nh,) - 1’2} 
uniformly in x, arguing as before. Theorem 3 follows on combining these 
estimates. 
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